# State Chapter Joint Providership Fee Schedule

## Application Fees
*Fees include CME/CMD credits and ABIM MOC Medical Knowledge credit points, if applicable.*

## Conferences: Live Virtual, In-Person, Hybrid
*Includes upload package option below. You can choose to automate your post-event processes by upgrading to the Complete Package below.*

- One-day program (8 hours or less): $475*
- Two-day program: $725*
- Three or more days of programming: $975*
- Duplication of same program in another timeframe or location: $300

## Webinars
Webinar: $150 each

## Post-Event Options (must choose 1)
*This is a one-time fee for the whole program, not per webinar*

### Complete Package: $750
- AMDA handles the evaluation survey in APEX (our LMS)
- AMDA provides Joint Provider with evaluation data
- AMDA facilitates credit claim
- AMDA creates distributes certificates of credit via APEX
- AMDA provides you with a link per webinar to distribute to attendees
- Credits appear immediately on the attendee’s transcript
- Credits and certificate are available immediately upon completion of evaluation
- This does not require login or creation of APEX/AMDA free account.

### OR

### Upload Package: $300
- Joint Provider handles the evaluation via whatever survey system you’d like
- Joint Provider provides AMDA with summarized evaluation data
- Joint Provider facilitates credit claim (easiest through evaluation)
- Joint Provider creates and distributes certificates
- Credits are uploaded to the attendee’s transcript on a quarterly schedule
- This does not require login or creation go APEX/AMDA account.

## Enduring Materials (On-Demand/Pre-recorded content)
*Not hosted by AMDA on APEX (AMDA’s Learning Management System)*

### Enduring Material Recording/Session: $300

### Interactive Course (Multi-Module or Single Module) with 1 CME Claim: $450
*Not hosted by AMDA on APEX (AMDA’s Learning Management System)*

## Post-Event Options (must choose 1 from above)
*This is a one-time fee for the whole program, not per recording/session*
**Additional Fees**

- **Application Late Fee: $300** (For applications received 60 days or less prior to the activity start date.)
- **Post Conference Late Fee: $300** (For post activity materials received 30 days or later after program end date)
- **Re-review Fee: $300** (For all applications that are revised after the official AMDA CME determination letter has been sent to the CME applicant).

Re-review fee is charged if the program content changes or the CME applicant seeks to change the number of approved CME/MOC/CMD credits. A re-review fee does not apply in the event of a change in the start or end date of an activity or in the event of presenter or faculty changes.

The Society’s Joint Providership application review fees are nonrefundable or transferable. The review process begins after the review fee is paid in full.